
Blurbs for Moscow Ballet’s Swan Lake  

 

From the Press 

 

Moscow Ballet - “Expansive… brimful with feeling ….elegantly generous” New York Times, 
Alastair Macaulay, Chief Dance Critic 
 
Moscow Ballet – “Sheer splendor and elegant dancing” Baltimore Sun  
 
Moscow Ballet – “Magical dream world” Grand Rapids Herald-Review 
 
Moscow Ballet - “Breathtaking athleticism … beautiful” Minneapolis-St Paul Pioneer Press 
 
Moscow Ballet - "Expressive and a delight to watch" Washington Post  

 

Website blurb and Box Office staff 

40 star-studded dancers perform Olympic-worthy leaps in Moscow Ballet’s lavish Swan Lake. 

“Brimful with feeling” says the New York Times. Moscow Ballet’s traditional telling of the tragic 

Swan Lake story includes award-winning dancers, lavish costumes. Celebrate Russian ballet and 

the beauty of the world renowned dancers in Moscow Ballet’s Swan Lake. 

 

 

Brochure and Playbill blurb 

 

Moscow Ballet’s Swan Lake, one of the world’s most famous and beloved ballets, is performed 
to the cherished score by Pytor I. Tchaikovsky. The ballet features a moving sculpture garden 
where Russian passion governs in the statuesque bearing of the many male dancers, and the 
exquisite long lines of the women, all attacking each step with enviable Russian precision. 

While the original version is more than four hours long, Moscow Ballet’s staging has been 
artfully edited to two Acts, yet it still manages to run the gamut of human emotion from elation 
to despair, purity to corruption, and melancholy to joy. Performances in Russia and Cuba often 
have happy endings and in this version the evil von Rothbart is vanquished and the loving 
couple head toward marital bliss.  

The original Swan Lake ballet was based on a German myth, although legends of swan-maidens 
date as far back as ancient Greece. The ballet was first performed in Moscow in 1877 to the 
music of Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky.  
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mythology


 

Press release boilerplate 

Moscow Ballet - In addition to Swan Lake, company repertory includes time-honored Russian ballets 

The Great Russian Nutcracker, Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, Romeo and Juliet, and more. For over twenty 

years the company has performed 100 engagements annually in North America in a majority of the top 

twenty demographic markets. The company’s mission and national platform enables it to share the 

renowned Vaganova training with over 5000 local dance students annually in the “Dance with Us” 

program. “New Horizons - A Children’s Program for Life” is an intensive cultural immersion project that 

has benefits school children and on-going programs Musical Wunderkind, Master Classes and Summer 

Intensives have also touched the lives of many children and young adults. Moscow Ballet’s partnership 

with corporations and not-for-profit organizations over the past 20 years has raised awareness of and 

revenue for their significant missions and causes. www.moscowballet.com. 

 

Talmi Entertainment is the exclusive North American representation for Moscow Ballet which performs 

annually in seventy cities across the US and Canada. Under TE management Moscow Ballet has 

consistently delivered unparalleled Russian artistry and record sales for over 2 decades. The Moscow 

Ballet tours grew out of TE’s “International Glasnost Tours” in the late 1980’s. “Glasnost” featured 

highlights from the great ballets and the newest contemporary dance coming from Russia at the time as 

performed by dancers including Vadim Bondar, Svetlana Smirnova and Tatiana Chernobrovkina from 

Stanislavsky Ballet; Alexei Malykin Bolshoi Ballet; Vladimir Kim and Margarita Kullick Kirov Ballet; 

Stanislav Fecho and Prima Ballerina Jana Kurova of the National Ballet of Czechoslovakia; Maria Ivanova 

and Andrei Glazsheider of the Stanislavski and Demirovich Theatres. ATP is founded by award-winning 

Juilliard School alumnus, composer, conductor and producer, Akiva Talmi. www.nutcracker.com/present  

 

http://www.nutcracker.com/about-mb/mission
http://www.nutcracker.com/dance-with-us
http://www.nutcracker.com/education/new-horizons
http://www.nutcracker.com/education/musical-wunderkind
http://www.nutcracker.com/dance-with-us/summer-intensives
http://www.nutcracker.com/dance-with-us/summer-intensives
http://www.nutcracker.com/dance-with-us/summer-intensives
http://www.moscowballet.com/
http://www.nutcracker.com/present

